Bit-Check 10 TX Universal 2, 10 pieces
Bit-Checks / Bit-Safes Universal

EAN:

4013288127747

Size:

118x63x15 mm

Part number:

05057115001

Weight:

104 g

Article number:

Bit-Check 10 TX Universal
2

Country of origin:

CZ

Customs tariff
number:

82079030

Upright positionable, multi-component Bit-Check
Rapidaptor holder for rapid bit change
Tough viscous bits for universal use
In handy and robust Bit-Check
For use with power tools
Robust Bit-Check by Wera. Bit-Checks provide a quick overview of the tools available. Bits not needed are simply reinserted into the set and do not
get lost. Simple transportation e.g. in the shirt pocket. Includes universal holder with quick-release chuck: the Rapidaptor technology allows bits to be
attached without any need to actuate the sleeve. The removal of the bit is simple, just by pushing the sleeve forward – for rapid bit change with just
one hand. For the take-up of bits with ¼” hexagon head drive as per DIN ISO 1173-C 6.3. Can be inserted in the power screwdriver or for use in the
chuck of the electric drill. Comes with tough viscous TORX bits for universal use.
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Set contents:
888/4/1 K
05052500001

867/1 TORX®
05066485001
05066486001
05066487001
05066488001
05066490001
05066491001
05066493001
05066495001
05066496001

1 x 1/4"x50

1 x TX 10x25
1 x TX 15x25
1 x TX 20x25
1 x TX 25x25
1 x TX 30x25
1 x TX 40x25
1 x TX 6x25
1 x TX 8x25
1 x TX 9x25

At the workplace

Rapidaptor holder

Rapid-in and self-lock

Rapid-out

The Bit-Checks can be positioned
upright at the workplace so the
tool is always quickly to hand.

Rapid bit change without needing
any additional tools. One-hand
operation with a freely spinning
sleeve for simplified guidance of
the tool. Also available in a
BiTorsion design.

The bit can be pushed into the
adaptor without moving the sleeve.
The lock is activated automatically
as soon as the bit is applied to the
screw. Bits are held securely and
wobble-free.

Simply push the sleeve forward to
change the bit. The spring
mechanism lifts the bit off the
magnet and unlocks the tool. The
bit can be easily removed. The
rapid-out function makes it easy to
remove even the smallest bits
without extra tools.
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Non-magnetic design

Chuck-all

Single-hand function

Rapid-spin

Non-magnetic bitholders that do
not attract metal filings.

The Rapidaptor quick-release
chucks hold ¼" DIN ISO 1173-C
6,3 and E 6,3 as well as Wera
series 1 and 4 bits.

Every function of the Rapidator
quick-release chuck, such as
inserting or releasing bits, can be
carried out with one hand. This is
faster, more economical and more
ergonomic. There are no
unnecessary manoeuvres.

The free-turning sleeve allows
screw steadying at the start of the
screwdriving process. This makes
it easier to apply the tool to the
screw and prevents slipping. It can
also be used as a short extension
for ¼" applications e.g. in
combination with the Wera Zyklop
Ratchets.
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